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Abstract
We are quite able to imagine voice characteristics of a speaker
from his/her appearance, especially a face. In this paper, we
propose Face2Speech, which generates speech with its characteristics predicted from a face image. This framework consists of three separately trained modules: a speech encoder, a
multi-speaker text-to-speech (TTS), and a face encoder. The
speech encoder outputs an embedding vector which is distinguishable from other speakers. The multi-speaker TTS synthesizes speech by using the embedding vector, and then the face
encoder outputs the embedding vector of a speaker from the
speaker’s face image. Experimental results of matching and naturalness tests demonstrate that synthetic speech generated with
the face-derived embedding vector is comparable to one with
the speech-derived embedding vector.
Index Terms: cross-modal face/voice generation, text-tospeech synthesis, multi-speaker modeling, speaker embedding

1. Introduction
Humans are, to a certain degree, able to imagine voice characteristics from a person’s face, and vice versa. Namely, we can
recognize some characteristics such as gender, age, and ethnicity from his/her voice and face, and there is a relationship between characteristics identified by vocal features and characteristics identified by facial features [1]. This paper tries to offer a
better understanding of the audio/visual cross-modality of a human’s perception through a machine learning framework, which
would be beneficial for both the fields of speech processing and
computer vision.
This paper especially focuses on text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis [2], which is a technique for synthesizing a naturalsounding and easily-controllable human voice from a given
text. Recent developments in TTS based on deep neural networks (DNNs) [3, 4] have made the quality of the synthesized
speech so high that it is almost indistinguishable from natural
speech in reading-style TTS [5]. In addition, there are some
studies for developing more controllable DNN-based TTS systems that can easily modify characteristics of the synthesized
speech such as the speaker identity and emotion. Akuzawa et
al. proposed the VAE-Loop [6], which introduces variational
autoencoders (VAEs) [7] to its TTS model that can learn a datadriven embedding vector of speech. Similar ideas have been
introduced to more powerful frameworks based on end-to-end
TTS [8, 9]. Also, it has been reported that embedding vectors
derived from a speaker recognition model (e.g., d-vector [10]
and x-vector [11]) can be used for controlling the speaker identity of the synthesized speech [12].
From the viewpoint of the above-mentioned cross-modality
of a human’s perception, we can also utilize the facial features
of a person for identifying the person, as well as vocal features.

Hence, in this paper we aim to introduce facial features to a
DNN-based multi-speaker TTS framework that can synthesize
any arbitrary speakers’ voices using the embedding vector of
a speaker. The use of facial features would have many advantages in the practical application of TTS. For instance, we can
intuitively identify the speaker for a synthesized voice based
on visual information about the speaker, rather than using vocal features that are hard to visualize and taking time to listen
to the speaker’s voice samples. Besides, facial features can offer a natural means to control speaking style within a single
speaker (e.g., emotional TTS [13]). Moreover, once the relationships between vocal and facial features are learned, we can
introduce them to other media-related applications such as the
voice searching systems [14].
In this paper, we propose a new DNN-based multi-speaker
TTS framework named Face2Speech, which uses a face image
to control the voice characteristics of the synthesized speech.
The most difficult point for building such a TTS framework is
how we collect training datasets, since there is no one that has
a sufficiently large amount of triplets of (text, speech, face image), and constructing such a dataset would be extremely difficult. Therefore, we utilize two kinds of datasets; pairs of (text,
speech) and (face image, speech) for separately training three
modules in our framework: a speech encoder, a multi-speaker
TTS, and a face encoder, as shown in Fig. 1. Firstly, the speech
encoder is trained to extract an embedding vector from speech
by minimizing the loss function derived from speaker verification. Secondly, the multi-speaker TTS is trained with the pairs
of (text, speech) so that the module synthesizes speech from a
given text and embedding vector generated from the pre-trained
speech encoder. Thirdly, the face encoder is trained with the
pairs of (face image, speech) for making an embedding vector
extracted from a face image of a speaker closer to one derived
from his/her speech. Finally, the face encoder and multi-speaker
TTS are concatenated for building our Face2Speech model.
In experimental evaluation, we build our Face2Speech
model by using four datasets: VoxCeleb2 [15] and VGGFace2 [16] as pairs of (face image, speech), and VCTK [17]
and LibriTTS [18] as pairs of (text, speech). Experimental results demonstrate that our Face2Speech can synthesize speech
which is comparable to speech synthesized with an embedding
vector extracted from speech corresponding to the given face
image.

2. Related Work
Recently, with the emergence of social networking services
(e.g., YouTube, Twitter, and Facebook), several attempts have
been made to correlate different modalities such as video, images, audio, and text. We especially focus on cross-modal audio/visual learning, especially speech/face generation or con-
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Figure 1: Overview of Face2Speech. This framework consists of three separately trained modules: 1) speech encoder, 2) multi-speaker
TTS, and 3) face encoder. After training, speech can be synthesized from a given text and a face image.

version. Oh et al. [19] proposed a model that maps speech to
face by predicting facial features from spectrogram. Ohsugi et
al. [20] developed a method that converts face to eigenvoice
[21] based on subjective impressions. Not only generating one
type of data from the other type of data, but conversion from the
two types of data (e.g., facial features and acoustic features) of
a source speaker to those of a target speaker has been proposed
[22].
There have been a few approaches of multi-modal TTS synthesis using text, speech and face. Székely et al. [23, 24] developed a TTS system that synthesizes speech in a voice style
predicted from facial expressions. The TTS system proposed
by Schroeter et al. [25] encompasses speech synthesis and face
visualization with lips synchronized with the speech. Our work
differs from these works in that the Face2Speech model synthesizes speech with characteristics predicted from a face image.

3. Face2Speech Model
As shown in Fig. 1, the three modules in our Face2Speech
model are separately trained. Each of the modules: the speech
encoder, the multi-speaker TTS, and the face encoder, is trained
with speech, (text, speech), and (face image, speech), respectively.

Loss) function for training the speech encoder L(·) is defined
as
!
X
exp (Sji,j )
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− log PN
.
(2)
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i,j
This loss function has an effect of making the cosine similarity
of embedding vectors of the same speaker larger and those of
the other speakers smaller.
3.2. Multi-speaker TTS
We employ statistical parametric speech synthesis [28] for a
multi-speaker TTS model that consists of duration and acoustic
models. The duration model outputs the number of frames from
the joint vector of linguistic features per phoneme and embedding vectors per utterance, which are obtained by the speech encoder. On the other hand, the acoustic model generates acoustic
features (i.e., Mel-cepstral coefficients (MCEPs), log F0 , and
an aperiodicity measure) from the joint vector of linguistic features and the embedding vectors frame by frame. Both of the
models are trained to minimize the mean squared error (MSE
Loss) between the target features (i.e., the duration or acoustic
feature) and output vectors of the models.
3.3. Face Encoder

3.1. Speech Encoder
Embedding vectors, which capture the characteristics of speakers, have often been used for speaker verification [26, 27]. The
speech encoder in our framework follows a method proposed
by Wan et al [26]. A log-Mel spectrogram is fed to the speech
encoder for extracting an embedding vector. In training the
speech encoder, each mini-batch consists of M × N utterances;
each of the N different speakers has M utterances. Let the
L2-normalized embedding vector of the jth speaker’s ith utterance be eji (1 ≤ j ≤ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ M ). The centroid
of the embedding
vectors from the jth speaker is defined as
PM
1
cj = M
m=1 ejm . The element of the similarity matrix
S = (Sji,k )(N ·M )×N is then defined as a cosine similarity:
Sji,k = w · cos (eji , ck ) + b,

(1)

where w and b are trainable scalar parameters. By using the
similarity matrix S, the generalized end-to-end loss (GE2E

We prepare pairs of a face image and speech for training the
face encoder. The input for the face encoder is a face image of a speaker and the output is the centroid of the embedding vector extracted from utterances of the speaker. A possible choice for the loss function of the face encoder would
be the MSE Loss. However, since the embedding vector of
the speech encoder is learned by minimizing the cosine similarities, it is not guaranteed that the face encoder trained to
minimize the MSE Loss will output the embedding vector that
minimizes the cosine similarities to the embedding vector of
a target speaker. Therefore, we employ the loss function for
the face encoder similar to Eq. (2). Let M be the number
of utterances of the speaker in a mini-batch, and M̃ be the
number of all utterances of the speaker. While in the speech
encoder, the centroid of
jth speaker is calculated in each
Pthe
M
1
mini-batch as cj = M
m=1 ejm , the centroid in the face encoder is calculated from the output of the speech encoder as

PM̃
1
c̃j = M̃
m=1 ejm , and it is constant in each mini-batch.
Therefore, the similarity matrix of the face encoder S̃ji,k is defined as
S̃ji,k = w · cos (eji , c̃k ) + b.
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Once given the similarity matrix, the loss is calculated by
Eq. (2). Since training a face encoder can be considered as supervised learning, we name the loss function supervised GE2E
loss (SGE2E Loss).
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4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset
VoxCeleb2 [15] and VGGFace2 [16] were used as pairs of face
image and speech. VoxCeleb2 is a dataset that contains videos
of more than 6,000 celebrities taken from YouTube. VGGFace2
is a large image dataset whose identities overlap with VoxCeleb2. Since we required pairs of a face image and speech
to train the face encoder, it would be possible to train the face
encoder using pairs of a face image and a corresponding speech
which are extracted from a video dataset, i.e., VoxCeleb2. However, because many of the videos we used had low resolution,
cropping errors frequently occurred. In addition, since cropped
face images lacked fine details of the original face, they were
not suitable for feature extraction. We find that the face images
from VGGFace2 have higher resolution compared to ones from
VoxCeleb2. Therefore, we used face images from VGGFace2,
and the speech from VoxCeleb2. We used images and speech
of 5,993 speakers for training, and those of 118 speakers for
evaluation.
VCTK [17] and LibriTTS [18] were used as pairs of text
and speech. We used utterances given by 108 speakers from
VCTK and 805 speakers from LibriTTS. 847 speakers were
used for training, and 66 speakers for evaluation. Both datasets
have cleaner speech than VoxCeleb2. All speech samples were
downsampled to 16 kHz.
4.2. Experimental Conditions
4.2.1. Speech Encoder
The length of window, hop size, and FFT were set to 400
(25 ms), 160 (10 ms), and 512 (64 ms) samples, respectively.
We used 40-dimensional log Mel-spectrograms as an input and
256-dimensional embedding vectors as an output. The speech
encoder consisted of three long short-term memory (LSTM)
layers with 768 hidden units and one linear output layer with
256 units. The activation function for hidden layers was tanh.
The number of speaker N and that of utterances M in each
mini-batch were set to 32 and 4, respectively. The number of
training epochs was 500, and the Adam optimizer [29] with its
learning rate setting to 10−5 was used for the training.
4.2.2. Multi-speaker TTS
The joint vector of 420-dimensional phoneme-wise linguistic
features (e.g., phoneme identity and accent type) and 256dimensional embedding vectors obtained from the speech encoder was fed into the duration model. We used WORLD
vocoder [30] (D4C edition [31]) for the acoustic feature extraction. The acoustic features consisted of 40-dimensional
MCEPs, log F0 , an aperiodic measure, their dynamic features (i.e., ∆ and ∆∆), and voiced/unvoiced flag every 5 ms.
Namely, the dimensionality of the acoustic features was 127.
The joint vector of the linguistic features and the embedding
vectors per frame was fed into the acoustic model. The acous-
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Figure 2: PCA visualization of embedding vectors extracted
from speech encoders trained with (a) VoxCeleb2, VCTK, and
LibriTTS or (b) VoxCeleb2.

tic sequence transitions were generated by utilizing the explicit
relations between the static and dynamic features [32]. The
WORLD vocoder was used for synthesizing a speech waveform
from the generated acoustic features. Inputs of the duration and
acoustic models were normalized to be within [0.01, 0.99], and
outputs of those were normalized to have zero mean and unit
variance using the training data. The embedding vectors were
averaged over each utterance. Both of the duration and acoustic models consisted of three bi-directional LSTM layers with
512 hidden units. The activation function for hidden layers was
tanh. The number of training epochs was 40, and the Adam optimizer with its learning rate setting to 10−4 was used for the
training.
4.2.3. Face Encoder
The input size of a face image was scaled to 160 × 160. The
value of each pixel is normalized to be within [−1.0, 1.0]. Flip
transformation was used for data augmentation. We used a pretrained face detection model1 for extracting face images from
VGGFace2. Images in which the recognition model failed to
detect a face were not used. The embedding vectors obtained
from the speech encoder were used as an output, which were averaged over all utterances from the same speaker. VGG19 [33]
was used as the network architecture. The number of training
epochs was 124, and the Adam optimizer with its learning rate
setting to 2.0 × 10−3 was used for the training.
4.3. Investigation into effects of datasets on training speech
encoder
The speech encoder is a model which maps speech to speaker
identity without text. It has been reported that differences of environment among datasets did not unfavorably affect the quality of synthesized speech and similarity between synthesized
speech and original speech, even if multiple datasets were used
for training the speech encoder [34]. However, in the proposed method, we should pay attention to the use of multiple
datasets because the datasets used for training the TTS and the
face encoder models are different. In a preliminary experiment,
we compared two speech encoders: one was trained with VoxCeleb2, VCTK, and LibriTTS, and the other was trained with
VoxCeleb2 only.
Figure 2 shows embedding vectors extracted from speech
encoders trained with (a) the above-mentioned three datasets
and (b) VoxCeleb2 only. We can observe that embedding vectors extracted by the two encoders have a tendency to construct
1 https://github.com/ipazc/mtcnn

Table 1: Matching scores on a four-point scale and preference
scores of naturalness with 95% confidence intervals. Note that
the lower matching score is the better, while the higher preference score is the better.
System

Matching Score

Preference score

SYNTH-FACE
SYNTH-SPEECH

2.01 ± 0.07
1.91 ± 0.06

0.548 ± 0.049
0.452 ± 0.049

4.4.2. Matching evaluation

Figure 3: PCA visualization of the embedding vectors extracted
from natural speech, SYNTH-FACE’s speech and SYNTHSPEECH’s speech.

a cluster differentiated by speaker gender. Also, we can infer
from Fig. 2(a) that the dataset differences contribute to the cluster construction in the embedding space, in addition to the gender difference. Meanwhile, this tendency does not appear in the
embedding space learned by the speech encoder trained with
VoxCeleb2 only, as shown in Fig. 2(b). These results indicate
that the speech encoder tends to capture not only the speaker
identity, but also the dataset identity, which is unfavorable for
building the Face2Speech model whose multi-speaker TTS is
trained with datasets different from the speech encoder training.
Therefore, in the following evaluations, we used VoxCeleb2 for
training the speech encoder.

We evaluated how well the synthesized speech using an embedding vector extracted from a face image of the speaker matches
the face image. We conducted a matching evaluation test.
We employed the same systems for synthesizing speech as described in Section 4.4, and 30 subjects participated in each evaluation. We prepared pairs of a person’s face image and a speech
sample with an embedding vector extracted from the face image
or speech utterances of the person. Each subject was given 20
pairs of samples, and asked to score how well the synthesized
speech matches the corresponding face image. The score is on
a scale of 1 to 4: 1) Match well, 2) Match moderately, 3) Match
slightly, and 4) Not match.2 Following [35], we employed this
scoring metric.
The second column of Table 1 shows the result of matching
evaluation. We observed that the score of SYNTH-FACE was
slightly higher than SYNTH-SPEECH, but there was no significant difference between the two systems. This result indicates
that as far as humans can recognize, synthesized speech made
with the face-derived embedding vectors matches the presented
face as well as speech made with the speech-derived embedding
vectors.
4.4.3. Naturalness evaluation

4.4. Evaluation
Since there is no conventional method that can be compared to
the proposed method, we prepared two systems in this framework for synthesizing speech: SYNTH-SPEECH and SYNTHFACE. For evaluation, we used a dataset of test speakers. The
difference between the two systems was how to generate embedding vectors. While the embedding vector of SYNTHSPEECH was made by applying the speech encoder to the utterances of the speaker, that of SYNTH-FACE was generated
by applying the face encoder to the face images of the speaker.
Since the face encoder was trained to minimize the SGE2E loss
between the embedding vector from the speech encoder and
output vector from the face encoder, SYNTH-SPEECH can be
considered as the upper bound of this framework.
4.4.1. Visualization of embedding space
In this evaluation, we made a PCA visualization of the embedding vectors. Figure 3 shows the visualization of the embedding
vectors extracted from natural speech, SYNTH-FACE’s speech
and SYNTH-SPEECH’s speech. Although the points of each
speaker’s SYNTH-FACE are located not necessarily close to
the speaker’s SYNTH-SPEECH, the points of SYNTH-FACE
are located close to the points of the natural speech or SYNTHSPEECH of the same gender. In addition, from a qualitative
point of view, SYNTH-FACE’s synthesized speech is as various as that of SYNTH-SPEECH.

We conducted a preference AB test to evaluate the naturalness
of the synthesized speech. 30 listeners participated in the evaluation. Each listener evaluated 10 pairs of speech samples generated by the two systems, and chose the natural-sounding one.
The third column of Table 1 shows the result of the naturalness evaluation. We found that the score of SYNTH-FACE was
not significantly different from that of SYNTH-SPEECH. The
results demonstrate that by using only one face image, we can
generate speech as natural as the speech generated from voice
samples, which will lead to practical application of TTS.

5. Conclusion
We proposed a DNN-based multi-speaker TTS framework
named Face2Speech, which used a single face image to control the speaker identity of synthesized speech. Experimental
results of matching and naturalness tests demonstrated that the
Face2Speech model was comparable to a multi-speaker TTS
model using a speech-derived embedding vector. In future
work, we need to make clear how much subjective matching
evaluation and speaker characteristics are correlated, and make
detailed investigation of objective evaluation. In addition, although we used a WORLD vocoder for speech synthesis, we
need to investigate the effect of incorporating a neural vocoder,
because it is expected to produce better quality speech and to
make it easier to recognize differences between speakers.
2 Our

samples are provided at https://dena.github.io/Face2Speech/
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